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Abstract 
This paper presents an accurate and stable method for object and defect detection and visualization on 
building and infrastructural facilities. This method uses drones and cameras to collect three-
dimensional (3D) point clouds via photogrammetry, and uses orthographic or arbitrary views of the 
target objects to generate the feature images of points’ spectral, elevation, and normal features. U-Net 
is implemented in the pixelwise segmentation for object and defect detection using multiple feature 
images. This method was validated on four applications, including on-site path detection, pavement 
cracking detection, highway slope detection, and building facade window detection. The comparative 
experimental results confirmed that U-Net with multiple features has a better pixelwise segmentation 
performance than separately using each single feature. The developed method can implement object 
and defect detection with different shapes, including striped objects, thin objects, recurring and 
regularly shaped objects, and bulky objects, which will improve the accuracy and efficiency of 
inspection, assessment, and management of buildings and infrastructural facilities. 
Introduction 
In the architecture, engineering, and construction (AEC) industry, the most common case of object 
detection is automatic identification of cracks on buildings, structures, and pavements. Previous 
studies of crack detection are primarily based on two-dimensional (2D) images captured by handheld, 
vehicle-mounted, and drone-mounted cameras (Ali et al. 2019; Dadrasjavan et al. 2019; Dorafshan 
et al. 2019; Liu et al. 2020), while some are based on three-dimensional (3D) images, which were 
generated by laser line profile sensors (Edmondson et al. 2019; Zhang et al. 2019; Zhou and Song 
2020a, b) or converted from 3D laser scanning point clouds and photogrammetric point clouds 
(Edmondson et al. 2019; Roberts et al. 2020). Using scattered 2D images for cracking detection yields 
good results for each isolated target area; however, it has a high probability to underrate cracks and 
thus it is impossible to comprehensively represent the current condition of an entire building element 
or infrastructure component, such as an interior wall, a section of pavement, or a deck slab. However, 
photogrammetry has shown the advantages of 2D reconstruction in generating high-resolution 
orthophotos (Dadrasjavan et al. 2019) and 3D reconstruction in generating dense point clouds 
(Edmondson et al. 2019; Roberts et al. 2020) and 3D mesh models (Kalfarisi et al. 2020), which are 
scaled and measurable models of the scanned buildings and infrastructural facilities. With these real 
models, the defect detection, quantification, and visualization of the scanned targets could be done in 
a comprehensive and continuous way, unlike the interval and fragmentary method of using multiple 
2D images. 
Furthermore, previous studies of building and infrastructure components and defect detection via 
deep learning and 2D/3D images were separately using either the red, green, blue (RGB) color feature 
or the elevation feature as the input. Then multiple convolutional operations are used to generate 
complex feature maps based on the input 2D/3D images. However, the traditional machine learning 
methods of support vector machine (SVM) classifier (Dadrasjavan et al. 2019) and random forest (RF) 
classifier (Li et al. 2019; Shi et al. 2016) prefer multiple structured features, such as the combination of 
spectral, textural, and structural features extracted from drone photogrammetric orthophotos for 
asphalt pavement crack/noncrack classification (Dadrasjavan et al. 2019), and the integration of 
elevation, reflection intensity, multiscale roughness index, multiscale Gaussian curvature, and several 
object-oriented geometric features extracted from the unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) lidar point cloud 
for potholes, subsidence, and undamaged pavement classification (Li et al. 2019). Thus, it is worth 
evaluating whether the performance of deep learning–based object detection, semantic, and instance 
segmentation methods can be improved by using structured multiple features in the case of AEC 
scenes. 
Therefore, this research project adopted photogrammetry point clouds in building and infrastructure 
object and defect detection, quantification, and visualization, and comparatively evaluated the 
performances of RGB, digital elevation model (DEM) (elevation), and Normal (indicates the shape of 
the surroundings) features of photogrammetry point clouds and their combinations in deep learning–
based pixelwise segmentation. The remainder of this paper is organized as “Literature Review,” which 
summarizes the deep learning (neural networks)–driven building and infrastructure objects and defects 
detection methods; “Methodology,” which presents the detailed procedures and algorithms of utilizing 
a deep learning model to process the multiple feature images and yield the pixelwise segmentation 
results; “Performance Comparison” and “Applications and Discussions,” which present four AEC 
application experimental results and evaluate the performance of the developed method; and 
“Conclusion,” which summarizes the findings and limitations of this research project. 
Literature Review 
This section summarizes the reviewed studies that relate to deep learning–driven image segmentation 
for AEC static scenes. 
Deep Learning for Image Segmentation 
In general, the orthographic faces of building and infrastructure components are relatively flat planes, 
such as building facades, pavement surfaces, and deck slabs; thus, it is feasible to use a single frame of 
large-sized 2D image, such as the photogrammetric orthophoto (Dadrasjavan et al. 2019), to 
continuously represent their spectral features (red, green, blue) or to use a single frame of large-sized 
3D image, such as range image (Zhou and Song 2020a, b), 3D pavement image (Hsieh and Tsai 2020), 
surface height plot (Edmondson et al. 2019), or depth map (Roberts et al. 2020), to represent their 
structural features, especially the elevation feature. Moreover, the convolutional neural networks 
(CNNs)–based image classification and patch-wise segmentation (Ali et al. 2019; Fan et al. 2019; Jiang 
et al. 2020, 2021; Maniat 2019; Protopapadakis et al. 2019; Yang et al. 2020; Zhou and Song 2020a) 
and fully convolutional networks (FCNs)–based pixelwise segmentation (Alipour et al. 
2019; Augustaukas and Lipnickas 2019; Dung and Anh 2019; Ji et al. 2020; Liu et al. 2019; Song et al. 
2020; Zou et al. 2019) are the most common deep learning approaches that can be used for detection 
of objects and defects from the 2D/3D images in AEC. 
Specifically, a CNN model starts with a convolutional layer; its hidden layers contain multiple max-
pooling, convolutional, and dense layers. The CNN model generally ends with a dense layer with a 
softmax activation function for classification (Jiang et al. 2020). For image segmentation, CNNs could 
use a sliding window scheme (or overlapping small patches) (Jiang et al. 2020; Protopapadakis et al. 
2019) to classify crack/noncrack (Ali et al. 2019; Jiang et al. 2021; Maniat 2019; Protopapadakis et al. 
2019; Zhou and Song 2020a), pavement cracking categories (Maniat 2019), and construction site 
objects (Jiang et al. 2020) in each small patch of large-resolution 2D/3D images. In contrast, FCNs 
typically use convolutional and deconvolutional layers to generate and explain feature maps; use max-
pooling and up-sampling layers to resize feature maps and keep the main features after convolutional 
and deconvolutional layers; use the rectified linear unit (ReLU) activation function in hidden layers for 
faster model training; use dropout layers to prevent overfitting; and use merging layers to combine the 
feature maps (tensors) from two different layers as a new feature map (tensors) (Chollet 2020), such as 
the element-wise addition layers used in FCN (Shelhamer et al. 2017) and channel concatenation layers 
used in U-Net (Ronneberger et al. 2015). For image segmentation, a softmax function in the ending 
convolutional layer of an FCN is able to obtain the probability of each pixel belonging to the predefined 
classes, such as crack and noncrack (Badrinarayanan et al. 2017; Song et al. 2020). 
Based on the literature review, using multiple features is a blank area in the previous studies of CNNs 
and FCNs, which separately use either a spectral feature (2D imagery) or elevation feature (3D 
imagery) as model input data, while the traditional SVM classifier (Dadrasjavan et al. 2019) and RF 
classifier (Li et al. 2019; Shi et al. 2016) yielded better results by using multiple features as opposed to 
using a singular feature. Thus, a comprehensive performance comparison is required to evaluate the 
multiple features in AEC object detection via deep learning methods. Therefore, this research project 
proposed the approach of using orthographic or arbitrary views of a photogrammetric point cloud to 
create the RGB, elevation, and normal feature image for the target building and infrastructure 
components, which are originally linked in the same pixel coordinate. 
FCNs for Pixelwise Segmentation 
FCN (Shelhamer et al. 2017), U-Net (Ronneberger et al. 2015), SegNet (Badrinarayanan et al. 2017), 
and DeepLabv3+ (Chen et al. 2018), which were designed for image semantic segmentation tasks, have 
been adopted in AEC for object and defect detections with 2D images. Alipour et al. (2019) developed 
CrackPix for pixelwise crack detection based on FCN and reached a pixel accuracy of 92.1% for 
detecting concrete cracks in images of bridge surfaces, building walls and slabs, and sidewalk surfaces. 
U-Net is an FCN architecture for biomedical image semantic segmentation that has been adopted in 
concrete crack detection (Liu et al. 2019) and pavement crack detection and has reached a pixel 
accuracy of 98.92% and an intersection of union (IoU) of 0.4850 (Augustaukas and Lipnickas 2019). U-
Net has been used as the generator for CrackGAN (Zhang et al. 2020) because U-Net has the advantage 
of reaching a higher accuracy with smaller training data sets (images and ground-truth labels) (Liu et al. 
2019; Zhang et al. 2020). SegNet is a deep convolutional encoder-decoder architecture for pixelwise 
segmentation that has been adopted in identifying road networks in large forested areas from 
RapidEye satellite imagery (Kearney et al. 2020). In addition, DeepLabv3+ has been utilized for crack 
detection on asphalt pavement (Ji et al. 2020). 
Furthermore, Dung and Anh (2019) developed a convolutional encoder-decoder for concrete crack 
image semantic segmentation with an average precision of 89.3% in testing; the encoder block 
contains convolutional and max-pooling layers, while the decoder block contains up-sampling layers 
and both convolutional and deconvolutional layers, which is different from DeconvNet (only uses 
deconvolutional layers in decoder) (Noh et al. 2015) and SegNet (only uses convolutional layers in 
decoder); and the end convolutional layer using the softmax function is the same as SegNet. DeepCrack 
(Zou et al. 2019) is modified from SegNet and added skip-layer fusion (contains channel concatenation, 
convolutional, deconvolutional, and crop layer) to connect the encoder and decoder networks. Its 
output is a 1-channel prediction map that indicates the probability of each pixel belonging to the crack 
by using a cross-entropy loss. In addition, CrackSeg (Song et al. 2020) focuses on road crack detection 
and achieved a precision of 98.0% and a mean IoU of 73.5%. It has a multiscale dilated convolution 
module (Yu and Koltun 2015) for generating rich crack features, and also has an up-sampling module to 
restore crack feature maps to the input image size and to predict the crack spatial distribution with the 
softmax function. Moreover, the comparisons of CrackSeg and other models on the same CrackDataset 
(Song et al. 2020) show that CrackSeg has the best performance in pavement crack detection followed 
by DeepCrack, DeepLabv3+, PSPNet (Zhao et al. 2017), U-Net, and SegNet; however, the differences 
among them are not significant. 
Based on the literature review, adopting U-Net in AEC object detection could be more reasonable. That 
is because U-Net showed good performance in thin objects detection (Majidifard et al. 2020) and U-
Net requires much fewer training data sets than other FCNs, which can be easily and separately trained 
for different AEC applications, with different weather and illumination conditions and different 
photography devices. Therefore, this research project proposed four experiments to comprehensively 
evaluate U-Net with multiple features in detection of differently shaped AEC objects, which include 
striped objects, thin objects, recurring and regularly shaped objects, and bulky objects. 
Methodology 
This section presents the overall procedure of the proposed method (Fig. 1), including the acquisition 
of photogrammetric point cloud feature images and U-Net model training and testing setups with an 
example of path/nonpath detection. 
Photogrammetric Point Cloud Feature Image Acquisition 
Photogrammetric Point Cloud 
The photogrammetry generated point clouds have multiple features for each point, such as RGB, 
elevation, intensity, and normal, which can be displayed in different colors in Autodesk ReCap Pro. In 
detail, the RGB option displays points with colors, which are captured by a camera; the elevation 
represents points’ heights (or 𝑍𝑍-coordinates); the intensity measures point reflectivity based on 
surface texture, surface angle, and the environment; and the normal option displays points with colors, 
which are associated with the direction of the normal for each point (Autodesk 2020). 
Additionally, dense point clouds can be easily zoomed in and zoomed out, or rotated to the desired 
orientation. For AEC scenes, the top, front, back, right, and left views contain the most components of 
buildings and infrastructural facilities. The roof conditions of buildings and the pavement condition of 
roadways and bridge decks are accessible in top views; the conditions of building facades and interior 
walls, bridge abutments and piers, and roadway cut and fill slopes are visible in side views; and the 
conditions of ceiling and deck slab are contained in bottom views. 
Furthermore, these views can be switched between the perspective and orthographic modes. When 
the perspective mode is turned off, the displayed and exported orthographic top view of an RGB point 
cloud is similar to the large-size orthophoto in Dadrasjavan et al. (2019) and the colorized 3D point 
cloud map in McLaughlin et al. (2020), the top view of an elevation point cloud is similar to the range 
image in Zhou and Song (2020a, b), and these feature images are originally linked in the same pixel 
coordinate. In addition, the exported normal feature image is a good supplement to the RGB and 
elevation feature images because it indicates a point and its surrounding surface’s shape, which is 
especially important when large slope surfaces appear as a narrow strip in orthographic views. 
Feature Image and Label Image Acquisition 
Fig. 2 shows two sets of photogrammetric point cloud feature images that were generated via the 
proposed workflow in Fig. 1. Two sets of overlapping top views of an experimental site were captured 
by a drone (DJI Phantom 4 Pro V2.0, SZ DJI Technology, Shenzhen, China). Then these two image sets 
were separately imported into a photogrammetry software (Autodesk ReCap Photo 21.0) to generate 
point clouds. After that, the point clouds were separately imported into Autodesk ReCap Pro to export 
the two sets of feature images (in orthographic top view), which includes two 4,096 ×
4,096  pixels RGB spectral feature images; two 4,096 × 4,096  pixels DEM elevation feature images, 
which have elevation range [−4, 4] m for the grayscale value [0, 255], and the drone takeoff pad as 
elevation ±0.00; and two 4,096 × 4,096  pixels Normal feature images, where the colors of points 
indicate their normal directions. The intensity feature was not used in this research project because it 
overlaps with the normal feature. 
Moreover, the two 4,096 × 4,096  pixels labels were manually crafted via the developed tool in Jiang 
et al. (2020), where the white (pixel value = 255) regions indicate the wooden paths on the 
experimental site, and the black (pixel value=0value=0) regions are nonpath objects. In Fig. 2, the 
exported RGB and DEM feature images are close to the orthophoto and DEM, but not exactly the 
same. That is because these feature images have gaps among points, while the orthophotos are 
smooth and textured images without gaps. 
Pixelwise Segmentation Model Training and Testing 
Model Training Data Sets Preparation 
In general, considering the limitation of graphics processing unit (GPU) memory, the modern FCN 
models, such as U-Net, would be training with small-sized image and label data sets. However, they 
require much less GPU memory in the model prediction stage, and the well-trained models would be 
able to process some large-sized image inputs. Thus, the researchers’ initial plan was to divide 
each 4,096 × 4,096  pixels feature image in Fig. 2 into 16 non-overlapped 1,024 ×
1,024  pixels images. For each feature image, the four central small images were set as the model 
testing data sets, and the other 12 small images were used as the model training data sets. 
However, the experimental deep learning workstation [which was equipped with 4 × 11  GB memory 
GeForce RTX 2080 Ti GPUs (Nvidia Corporation, Santa Clara, California)] was insufficient for handling 
the U-Net with 1,024 × 1,024  pixels images (up to seven channels) both at the model training and 
prediction stages. Thus, the researchers adopted the input images 50% overlapping disassembling and 
outputs 50% overlapping assembling algorithm in Jiang and Bai (2020) to supplement the U-Net-based 
pixelwise segmentation model for processing large-sized feature images at the model training and 
prediction stages. Table 1 lists the number of small-patch model training data sets (feature image and 
label) generated from each set of feature image and label in Fig. 2 via the 50% overlapping 
disassembling. The 128 × 128, 256 × 256, and 512 × 512  pixels slide windows were moved with the 
strides of 64, 128, and 256 pixels on a 1,024 × 1,024  pixels feature image, respectively, to generate 
the small-patch model training data sets. In addition, each 1,024 × 1,024  pixels feature image was 
rotated 90°, 180°, and 270° for data augmentation. 
Table 1. Number of model training data sets 
Patch size 
(pixels) 
Number from a 1,024 ×
1,024  pixels feature image, 𝐴𝐴 =
 (2𝐻𝐻/𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝ℎ 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 − 1)(2𝑊𝑊/
𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝ℎ 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 − 1) 
Number with 90°, 180°, 
and 270° rotations, 𝐵𝐵 =
𝐴𝐴 × 4 
Total model 
training data 
sets, 𝐶𝐶 = 𝐵𝐵 ×
12 × 2 
128 × 128 225 900 21,600 
256 × 256 49 196 4,704 
512 × 512 9 36 864 
 
Furthermore, this research project evaluated multiple features in pixelwise segmentation; thus, seven 
combination sets of multiple feature images were assembled as Table 2. For example, an 
assembled 128 × 128  pixels RGB + DEM feature image has four channels, where the first to third 
channels represent the R, G, and B, and the fourth channel represents elevations (DEM). This 4-channel 
feature image was linked with a 1-channel label image as one model training data set. 



















DEM + Normal Multiple 21,600, 128, 128 4 21,600, 128, 128 1 
Normal Single 3 1 
  
RGB Single 4,704, 256, 256 3 14,704, 256, 256 1 
RGB + DEM Multiple 4 1 
  
RGB + DEM + 
Normal 
Multiple 864, 512, 512 7 1,864, 512, 512 1 
RGB + Normal Multiple 6 1 
  
 
Model Setup and Training Configuration 
The U-Net-based pixelwise segmentation model was set up with software packages of Keras 2.3.1, 
Python 3.6.8, OpenCV 3.4.2, and TensorFlow-GPU 1.14. In the wooden path/nonpath detection case, 
21 U-Net models were trained with 21 model training data sets, respectively, which included seven 
sets of features and three different small-patch sizes (Table 2). 
The researchers used the following common configurations for model training and validation, while 
avoiding model overfitting: model.compile(optimizer = ‘adam’, loss = ‘binary_crossentropy’, 
metrics = [IoU_calc, ‘accuracy’]; callbacks = [EarlyStopping(monitor = ‘val_loss’, patience = 10)], which 
means the model training will be stopped when the validation loss is not significantly changed in the 
latest 10 epochs; epochs = 100, which means the model training will be stopped at the 100th epoch; 
and validation_split = 0.1, which means 10% of data sets will be used for model validation during 
model training. In addition, the researchers set batch_size = 16 (due to insufficient GPU memory) 
for 512 × 512  pixels, batch_size = 64 for 512 × 512  pixels, 
and batch_size = 256 for 128 ×  128 pixels small patches in U-Net model training. 
Model Prediction and Postprocess 
In the model testing and prediction stage, a large-sized feature image was first disassembled into 
multiple small patches, each having 50% overlaps to the adjacent small patches. Then, for each large-
sized feature image, the U-Net model processed the disassembled small patches (equal number to 
column A in Table 1) rather than directly processing the large-sized input itself. 
Furthermore, the U-Net model generated small-patch outputs that were 50% overlapping assembled 
via the algorithm in Jiang and Bai (2020). Thus, the assembled U-Net prediction had the same 
dimension as the large-sized input image, which was a 1-channel pixelwise segmented label image with 
a pixel value range of 0 to 255. Moreover, in the assembled predictions, all pixels with value ≥
255/2 were updated to 255 to indicate the wooden path, and otherwise replaced with 0 to represent 
nonpath objects. The modified pixelwise segmentations are referenced as modified U-Net predictions 
in this paper. 
Performance Comparison 
This section presents the comparative results of 21 trials of U-Net model training and testing for the 
wooden path/nonpath detection case, which includes all seven sets of features and three different 
small-patch sizes for U-Net model input and output. 
Model Training and Testing 
Model Training and Validation 
The U-Net model training and validation loss and IoU of 128 × 128  pixels small patches are shown in 
Fig. 3, where the multiple features of DEM + Normal and RGB + DEM + Normal trials had better 
performance (lower validation loss and higher validation IoU) than the single feature of DEM and RGB. 
In addition, the same conclusion is verified by model validation results of 512 × 512  pixels and 512 ×
512  pixels trials in Fig. 4. Therefore, using multiple features is more robust than a single feature in 
classifying the wooden path and nonpath pixels when gaps exist among points. 
Model Testing and Prediction Assembly 
The eight 1,024 × 1,024  pixels model testing data sets and the two sets of 4,096 ×
4,096  pixels feature images (Fig. 2) were input into the 21 trained models for generating the small-
patch pixelwise segmentations, which were used for assembling the large-size predictions, such as the 
RGB + Normal examples in Fig. 5. For each patch size, the number of patches is listed in Table 3. 
Between the two assembling options, the 50% overlapping assemblies had better results than the side-
by-side results. 
Table 3. Number of patches in prediction assembly 
Patch size 
(pixels) 
1,024 × 1,024  pixels  
feature image 




Side by side 50% 
overlapping 
Side by side 50% 
overlapping 
128 × 128 64 225 1,024 3,969 
256 × 256 16 49 256 961 
512 × 512 4 9 64 225 
 
Pixelwise Segmentation Results Evaluation 
Evaluation Metric 
The 50% overlapping assembled pixelwise segmentation results of each model training and testing trial 
were evaluated in pixel accuracy, average pixel accuracy, IoU, average IoU, and mean IoU [Eqs. (1)–(5)]. 
The evaluation results of all 21 trials are shown in Fig. 6, where the testing group represents the 
eight 1,024 × 1,024 pixels testing data sets, and the overall group represents the two 4,096 ×
4,096  pixels data sets (containing both model training and testing data sets). The evaluation results of 
mean IoU of the overall group matched the 128 × 128 pixels small-patch model training results in 
Fig. 3. The evaluation results of the testing group showed that the multiple features of RGB + Normal, 


























Patch Size and Feature Comparison and Discussion 
The evaluation results of the testing group are summarized in categories of patch size and categories of 
feature, respectively, in Fig. 7. For the comparison of patch sizes, the 128 ×  128  pixels small patch 
has the best performance but is not significantly different than the other two patch sizes. For features, 
RGB + Normal had the best performance, increasing about 2% in the average of path and nonpath IoUs 
from the RGB, RGB + DEM, and RGB + DEM + Normal features. The DEM feature had the worst 
performance: using it alone led to a 17% decrease in the average of path and nonpath IoUs from the 
RGB features, but it did not have negative impacts on the combination features. 
Furthermore, hypothesis tests were conducted and claimed that in the eight model testing data sets 
the multiple-features group (sample size: 96 for pixel accuracy, 181 for path and nonpath IoUs) had 
better performance than the single-feature group (sample size: 72 for pixel accuracy, 137 for IoUs) 
both in pixel accuracy and IoU. In detail, the 2-sample 𝑝𝑝-tests were conducted as null hypothesis, 
mean(multiple)–mean(single) ≤ 0; alternative hypothesis, mean(multiple)–mean(single) >
0; 𝛼𝛼 level = 0.05; 𝑝𝑝-value = 0.014 < 𝛼𝛼 for pixel accuracy, and 𝑝𝑝-value = 0.048 < 𝛼𝛼 for IoU, which 
both can claim their mean(multiple) > mean(single); and the 95% lower bounds for mean(multiple)–
mean(single) are 0.0060038 and 0.00066584, respectively. 
Therefore, to get the best performance of binary pixelwise segmentation with a U-Net model, it is 
worth using multiple features of photogrammetric point clouds, such as RGB + DEM when the 
elevations are available, or RGB + Normal when the points’ normal directions are available. This is 
because the elevation data are a meaningful feature to the cases of construction sites and roadways, 
while they are a useless feature in the building facade case. 
Applications and Discussions 
In this section, a pavement cracking detection application is conducted for further comparing the seven 
sets of singular or multiple features. Then a highway slope detection application and a window 
detection (on building facades) application are conducted to further compare the RGB and RGB + 
Normal features, where elevations change quickly on target object surfaces. Moreover, several transfer 
learning applications are conducted and discussed with the trained models. 
Pavement Cracking Detection 
Crack Detection Model Training 
Five sets of pavement images (with multiple cracks) were captured by a smartphone [iPhone SE second 
generation (Apple, Cupertino, California), positioned about 1.5 m from the pavement surface]. These 
image sets were imported into ReCap Photo for photogrammetry, like the example in Fig. 8. Then the 
generated point clouds were imported into ReCap Pro to export the features images of RGB, DEM 
[−0.2, 0.2] m, and Normal. In addition, fourteen 1,024 × 1,024  pixels features images and manually 
crafted cracking/noncrack labels were used as the U-Net model training and validation data sets, like 
the example in Fig. 9. Moreover, the researchers used 128 × 128 pixels small patches, which means 
each 1,024 × 1,024  pixels image data generated 900 small-patch data for model training with image 
rotations (data augmentation), and set batch_size = 128 and kept the other parameters the same as 
the “Model Setup and Training Configuration” section. 
Feature Comparison and Discussion 
The U-Net model validation results of different features are shown in Fig. 10. The 98 validation results 
(14 training data sets by seven features, each being 1,024 × 1,024 pixels) have an average pixel 
accuracy of 0.9817, average noncrack IoU of 0.9813, and average cracking IoU of 0.5728. Among the 
seven features (models), RGB + DEM has the best pixelwise cracking segmentation performance, 
followed by RGB + DEM + Normal, RGB, DEM + Normal, and RGB + Normal, which have better average 
cracking IoU performances than the single feature of Normal and DEM. Moreover, the common outlier 
in Fig. 10 is the data P4_2_2, which has the best cracking IoU (0.3178) from the multiple-feature RGB + 
DEM (Fig. 9), and second best (0.3123) from RGB + Normal. These are much better than the cracking 
IoUs of 0.0831, 0.1538, and 0.2286 from DEM, DEM + Normal, and Normal, respectively. Therefore, 
adding the features of points’ elevations (DEM) or points’ normal directions (Normal) to the RGB 
feature can increase the performance of U-Net-based pixelwise segmentation in pavement cracking 
detection compared to the RGB feature alone. 
Transfer Learning and Discussion 
The seven trained pavement cracking detection U-Net models were used to detect cracks on a 
pedestrian crossing in Fig. 8. The testing results among the seven trained U-Net models showed that 
the RGB + Normal model has the best performance in detecting alligator cracking. The model also has a 
good performance in detecting sealed cracks even though no sealed cracks were labeled in the model 
training data sets. Moreover, there are other pavement defects, such as potholes, rutting, and raveling, 
that could feasibly be detected from the multiple features and yield better performance than 
separately using each singular feature of RGB (2D imagery) or DEM (3D imagery) because those 
pavement distresses are rated by area and severity; for example, the severity of rutting is described in 
terms of depth (Stacks 2019). 
Furthermore, for obtaining the detailed shape of pavement surfaces [depth resolution of 0.1 mm, 
transverse and longitudinal spacing resolution of 1 to 2 mm, as the laser line profile sensor (Zhou and 
Song 2020a, b)], the drone should be flying in close range to pavement surfaces. According to the 
online ground sample distance (GSD) calculator (Propeller Aero 2018), a drone’s (DJI Phantom 4 Pro 
V2.0, built-in camera) flight heights of 2, 4, 7, 14, 18, and 36 m have corresponding GSDs of 0.05, 0.11, 
0.19, 0.38, 0.49, and 0.99  cm/pixel0.99  cm/pixel, respectively. Thus, the minimum altitude for 
guaranteeing pavement defect quantification accuracy needs to be determined for different types of 
sensors, including optical cameras, hyper spectral cameras (HSCs), thermal imaging cameras, or 
infrared night vision cameras. Furthermore, determining flying altitude for both accuracy and safety 
(minimizing impact on drivers) needs to be addressed in future research. 
Highway Slope Detection 
Slope Detection Model Training 
Two sets of highway images were collected from a drone photogrammetry highway demo (Pix4D 
2018a). Both have 100 images, which were imported into ReCap Photo for photogrammetry. Then the 
generated point clouds were imported into ReCap Pro to export the RGB and Normal feature images 
from the orthographic top views of the two point clouds. In addition, twelve 4,096 ×
4,096  pixels feature images and manually crafted highway slope/nonslope labels were created (like in 
Fig. 11), of which seven were used as the U-Net model training and validation data sets; the other five 
were used for testing. Moreover, the researchers used the 256 ×  256 pixels small patches, and the 
data sets were not rotated for data augmentation, meaning each 4,096 × 4,096  pixels data generated 
961 data for model training. Other parameters were kept the same as the “Model Setup and Training 
Configuration” section. 
Feature Comparison and Discussion 
The U-Net model validation and testing results of different features are shown in Fig. 12. The 15 testing 
results (five testing data sets by three features, each with 4,096 × 4,096 pixels) have an average pixel 
accuracy of 0.9301, an average nonslope IoU of 0.9205, and an average slope IoU of 0.6008; the 21 
validation results (seven training data sets by three features, each with 4,096 × 4,096 pixels) have an 
average pixel accuracy of 0.9883, an average nonslope IoU of 0.9861, and an average slope IoU of 
0.9253. Among the three features, the Normal and RGB + Normal have much better pixelwise 
segmentation (slope detection) performance than RGB. 
Furthermore, the paired 𝑝𝑝-test results of IoU (sample size 24, 12 training and testing data sets by two 
classes) showed that mean(RGB + Normal) > mean(RGB) (𝑝𝑝-value = 0.003) and mean(Normal) > 
mean(RGB) (𝑝𝑝-value = 0.006); however, there is not enough evidence to conclude that mean(RGB + 
Normal) and mean(Normal) differ at the 0.05 level of significance (𝑝𝑝-value = 0.656). Additionally, 
Fig. 11 shows the U-Net model validation results of data H_4 and testing results of data H_1, where the 
annotated slopes show that RGB + Normal has better performance results than Normal. Therefore, 
combining the features of RGB and Normal can increase the performance of U-Net-based pixelwise 
segmentation in highway slopes detection. 
Transfer Learning and Discussion 
The trained U-Net-based highway slope detection models were tested with an arbitrary view of a 
quarry site (Pix4D 2018c) (Fig. 13), where the detected slopes were annotated. The RGB feature 
detected most areas of the quarry site as slopes, the Normal feature only detected surfaces with 
specific colors (normal features) as slopes, while the RGB + Normal feature detected the most accurate 
slopes. Due to the collected images (drone flew at constant altitude, and camera faced ground, see 
Fig. 13) having insufficient side views of the quarry site, the vertical slopes are shown as gaps in the 
feature images; thus, while most vertical slopes are missed in the dense point cloud, the occurring 
slopes are well annotated in the Normal and RGB + Normal results. 
Window Detection on Building Facade 
Window Detection Model Training 
Two sets of building facade images were captured by a smartphone (iPhone SE second generation, 
facing buildings), and a set of drone-captured images of Michigan Central Station (Pix4D 2018b) was 
collected. These three image sets were imported into ReCap Photo for photogrammetry. Then the 
generated point clouds were imported into ReCap Pro to export the feature images of RGB and Normal 
from the front, back, right, and left views (if they were present, like the example in Fig. 14). In addition, 
eight 2,048 × 2,048  pixels feature images and manually crafted window/nonwindow labels were 
used as the U-Net model training and validation data sets. Moreover, the researchers used the 
128 ×  128 pixels small patches, which means each 2,048 × 2,048  pixels data generated 3,844 data 
for model training with image rotations, and the other parameters were kept the same as the “Model 
Setup and Training Configuration” section. 
Feature Comparison and Discussion 
The U-Net model validation results of different features are shown in Fig. 15. The 24 validation results 
(eight training data sets by three features, each with 2,048 ×  2,048 𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠) have average pixel 
accuracy of 0.9843, average nonwindow IoU of 0.9829, and average window IoU of 0.8127. Among the 
three features, RGB + Normal has the best pixelwise window segmentation performance, followed by 
RGB, which are much better than the results of Normal. 
Furthermore, a paired 𝑝𝑝-test was conducted between IoUs of RGB and RGB + Normal (sample size 16, 
eight data by two classes): null hypothesis, mean(RGB + Normal)–mean(RGB) ≤ 0; alternative 
hypothesis, mean(RGB + Normal)–mean(RGB) > 0; 𝛼𝛼 level = 0.05; 𝑝𝑝-value = 0.043 < 𝛼𝛼, which can 
claim mean(RGB + Normal) > mean(RGB); and 95% lower bound for mean(RGB + Normal)–mean(RGB) 
is 0.00024077. Moreover, the arbitrary view testing results in Fig. 14 show the RGB + Normal feature 
(model) detected more windows than the RGB results. Therefore, adding the feature of points’ normal 
directions to the RGB feature can increase the performance of U-Net-based pixelwise segmentation 
(window detection) on building facades. 
Transfer Learning and Discussion 
The well-trained U-Net models were tested with the four full-size data sets of Michigan Central Station 
(4,096 ×  4,096 𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠), where the detected windows were annotated in the RGB feature images 
(Fig. 16). The model training data sets only included the bottom-left part (2,048 ×  2,048 𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠) of 
Data Sets S1, S2, and S3, and the bottom half (2,048 ×  4,096 𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠) of Data Set S4; for Data Sets S1 
and S2, the RGB feature yielded the better window detection results in visual, while the RGB + Normal 
feature yielded the better results in Data Sets S3 and S4. 
Furthermore, the researchers adopted the image perspective transformation–based data 
augmentation approach (Jiang 2020b) for retraining the RGB model to enhance its performance of 
window detection on arbitrary views. In addition, the researchers developed a Python application to 
continuously capture on-screen feature images and conduct the instance segmentation with the 
retrained RGB U-Net model (Jiang 2020c). In Fig. 17, the RGB feature images were directly snapped 
from the window of ReCap Pro (not via exporting), and almost every visible window was precisely 
detected and annotated at the instance segmentation level, where outlines of each singular window 
object were extracted via the Contours functions in OpenCV (2020). In addition, sequence numbers of 
several starting windows were displayed next to them (all can be displayed, while showing less to keep 
figures clean). Moreover, the comparison with the results in Fig. 14 also show that the retrained RGB 
U-Net yielded the better pixelwise segmentation result in the arbitrary view. Thus, the image 
perspective transformation–based data augmentation approach successfully made the U-Net model 
work with photogrammetric point clouds in arbitrary views, even though the manually prepared model 
training data sets were the same as the previous models (which only contain a few orthographic views 
of the feature images and labels). 
Conclusion 
The researchers of this project studied the use of multiple features of photogrammetric point clouds in 
object detection (image segmentation) in the architecture, engineering, and construction industry. The 
utilized deep learning model is U-Net, which can achieve a high accuracy and has the advantage of 
requiring relatively few model training data sets of images and labels. The hypothesis testing results 
show the evaluation metrics of pixel accuracy and IoU have been significantly improved from using a 
single-feature input by integrating multiple-feature input for path/nonpath detection. In addition, the 
comparative analysis results of the four applications of objects and defects detection show that 
integrating either point’s elevations or normal directions (which indicate the shape of the 
surroundings) with the point’s spectral (red, green, blue) features can improve the performance of 
pixelwise segmentation in feature images (generated from orthographic and arbitrary views of point 
clouds) than only with the point’s spectral features via U-Net. Moreover, the researchers conducted 
experiments with differently shaped objects detection, including path detection (striped objects, RGB + 
Normal has the best pixelwise segmentation performance, average testing pixel accuracy = 0.9782, 
path and nonpath IoU = 0.8107), pavement cracking detection (thin objects, RGB + DEM has the best 
pixelwise cracking segmentation performance, average validation noncrack IoU = 0.9869, 
cracking IoU = 0.7254), highway slope detection (bulky objects, RGB + Normal has a better pixelwise 
segmentation performance, average testing nonslope IoU = 0.9368, slope IoU = 0.6239), and 
building facade window detection (recurring, small and regularly shaped objects, RGB + Normal has the 
best pixelwise window segmentation performance, average validation pixel accuracy = 0.9910, 
nonwindow IoU = 0.9901, and window IoU = 0.8985). These results prove that the U-Net model 
works with different object shapes (thin and striped, small and bulky) and styles (occurred in scattered, 
recurring or continuous style). Furthermore, detailed comparisons and discussion of existing methods 
in relation to the developed method are summarized in Table 4, in terms of data source, image 
accessibility, longitudinal coverage, model training, implementing efficiency, detection, quantification, 
and visualization efficiency. 
Table 4. Achievement in this work 
Performance Limitations in existing methods Fulfilled in this work 
Data source Scattered images (2D), 
photogrammetric orthophotos 
(2D), range images (3D), 
photogrammetric mesh model (3D) 
Feature images (in orthographic or arbitrary 
view) of photogrammetric point clouds (3D) 
can be generated by exporting images or 
taking screenshots, which include RGB, DEM, 
Normal, and their combinations of RGB + 
DEM, RGB + Normal, DEM + Normal, and RGB 
+ DEM + Normal 
Image 
accessibility 
When images were captured in 
intervals, some target objects were 
skipped; when images were 
captured in overlapping, some 
target objects were double counted 
3D navigation of point clouds in Autodesk 
ReCap Pro is very convenient by panning, 
zooming, and orbiting; thus, no scanned 
object would be hidden for rating 
Longitudinal 
coverage 
Targets with large longitudinal 
dimension (e.g., roadway 
pavement) can be smoothly panned 
and continuously rated without 
gaps (e.g., cracking underrating) 
and overlaps (e.g., cracking 
overrating) 
 
Model training Benchmark data set only available 
in color images and labels; thus, 
model training data set preparation 
is required for each specific task; 
existing deep learning models were 
separately using color (2D imagery) 
and depth (3D imagery) features in 
cracking detection 
With image perspective transformation–
based data augmentation (Jiang 2020b), only 
a small number of feature images and labels 
are required for the U-Net model training; 
the pretrained model and the existing data 
sets can be used to transfer learning and 




When a single image is unable to 
cover a target object or area, 
obtaining multiple images requires 
more in-person/in-field work; the 
captured images only reflect the 
scanned areas, which may need 
additional in-person/in-field work 
Well-trained U-Net models can run 
automatically in the background for 
processing screenshots while receiving them 
(Jiang 2020c); drone photogrammetry, 3D 
laser scanning, and simultaneous localization 
and mapping (SLAM) technologies (Intel 
2020; McLaughlin et al. 2020; Shang and 
to access other areas of interest for 
investigation 
Shen 2018) can obtain point clouds (even in 
real time) without manual intervention; and 
the point clouds represent the current 
conditions of the scanned objects, which can 
be used without any additional field 
investigation 
Detection Existing FCNs have no significant 
improvement for crack detection 
using 2D images 
Comparative experimental results show that 
adding features of DEM and Normal can 
enhance the pixelwise segmentation 
performance in the U-Net model compared 
to only the RGB feature; the experimental 
results also show the developed method had 
a high pixel accuracy and IoU, which can 
conduct instance segmentation (Jiang 2020c) 
using Contours functions in OpenCV (2020) 
Quantification It is hard to continuously rate the 
pavement cracking without gap 
(underrating) and overlap 
(overrating) using scattered images; 
arbitrary images lack scale 
reference and are not measurable 
in physical units 
After point cloud alignment via ground 
control point or precise GPS, point clouds are 
measurable reality models (in physical units); 
the dimension and depth (elevation) of 
detected objects and defects are accessible; 
thus, the severity of defects can be rated in 
terms of depth and area; for a large-sized 
target, the quantification can be conducted 
on a large-sized feature image or a stitched 
feature image (in the case of extremely 
large/long targets) 
Visualization Defects can be marked on the 
original images 
Defects can be marked pixelwise, annotated 
with contours, and displayed with sequence 
numbers (Fig. 17); moreover, the object and 
defect contours can be used to create an as-
built model using the automated computer-
aided design (CAD) drawing tool in Jiang 
(2020a) 
Overall N/A The developed method works on detection 
of objects and defects with flat background 
surfaces, which are not limited to cracks, 
windows, road paths, and slopes presented 
in this paper; experimental results show that 
the U-Net model works with different 
shapes: thin, striped, small, and bulky, 
scattered, recurring or continuous style. 
Moreover, when elevations changed quickly 
in target areas, using the RGB + Normal 
feature is a reasonable choice; otherwise, 
the RGB + DEM feature is preferred 
 
The developed method can be applied to roadway assessment (paved and nonpaved) on suburban and 
rural areas, high-rise building facade inspection (e.g., crack detection), solar panel inspection, on-site 
improperly assembled scaffolding inspection, on-site excavation slopes inspection, and other AEC 
applications. The operations of photography and photogrammetry would impact the quality of 
photogrammetric point clouds, which would limit the performance of the developed method. In 
practice, overlapping images for photogrammetry can be captured either manually by 
handheld/vehicle-mounted cameras, or automatically by drones/unmanned ground vehicles (UGVs) 
(robotics). Image acquisition operations should follow the rules of positioning the camera lens toward 
the target objects (areas) to capture high ratio overlapping images and avoiding single-axis rotation at 
each camera station. The rear guideline is very important; otherwise, the photogrammetry would yield 
a poor performance in point cloud generation, even though a number of images were captured at each 
camera station, like fragmentary point cloud in Fig. 17(c). Thus, for inspecting vertical surfaces 
(e.g., building facades), the drone needs to fly in a spiral path (Shang and Shen 2019) as shown in 
Fig. 17(d); for inspecting top surfaces (e.g., building roofs, solar panels), the drone needs to fly in a co-
optimal coverage path (Shang et al. 2020); and for handheld recording ground surfaces 
(e.g., pavement) and side surfaces (e.g., interior walls), a camera or smartphone should move parallel 
to and keep a nearly constant distance from target surfaces as much as possible. 
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